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In the beginning (2014), there was a conference room (obtained by
threatening to demolish cubicals):

Actual original pic is lost to time...but you get the idea.
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With whiteboard and chalkboard paint, a small library, a 3D printer,
VR headsets, and a couple fast computers (and a lot of elbow grease) I
turned it into this (2014-2019):
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Don’t worry, the room was usually more full than the last pic shows:
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Sometimes we were silly:
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But the goal was to create a diverse community of mathematicians:
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With $100,000 from a grant I wrote, the lab was upgraded to this
(2019-2020):

We have better VR, two 3D printers, two projectors (one interactive),
ceiling cameras (two), ceiling mics, ceiling speakers, central control,
better computers (still have a couple “desktop supercomputers”)...
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Summary of Activities

Over the past 6 years MEGL has:

run 78 projects (on average each project was conducted by a
team of a least 3 people) over 10 semesters and 4 summers.

190 undergraduate/graduate students (mostly undergraduate)
participating (not counting multiplicity, there were 76 different
students)

15 faculty mentors

206 outreach events reaching an astounding 7,553 participants!
(mostly pre-collegiate)

In short, the state of MEGL is and has been great!
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Goodbye & Future

As founder (2014) and director (2014-2020) of the Mason
Experimental Geometry Lab, I have had the honor of creating
and nurturing a vibrant and diverse community of
undergraduates, graduates, and professors with the common goal
of creating and sharing mathematics.

I could not have done it without the support of my chair David
Walnut, my first assistant director Chris Manon, my first
outreach director Jack Love, and my second assistant director
Anton Lukyanenko (and too many others to name here).
After 6 very active and successful years, I am stepping down as
director of MEGL and handing the sole directorship over to
Anton (who has been co-directing with me for the past year).
Additionally, Jack Love will be stepping down as outreach
director and Harry Bray will be replacing him. We are SUPER
excited for Harry to be joing the MEGL family.
I am confident Anton and Harry will do a great job leading
MEGL into its future!
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What is a Geometry Lab?

“The research community at the core of an experimen-
tal mathematics lab produces a synergistic experience: the
undergraduates’ research resonates with their coursework;
graduate students’ research blends with mentoring; and fac-
ulty foster a deeper connection between research and teach-
ing.

Geometry Labs United: An Invitation, AMS Notices, October 2018
https://www.ams.org/publications/journals/notices/201809/rnoti-p1088.pdf
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Geometry Labs United

Presently we have 13 labs in our network (and it is growing with at
least 5 more on their way). We hope to expand this network.

Figure: First ten member labs of the Geometry Labs United (GLU) network.

If you are interested in starting a lab and community, please contact
me. I am VERY happy to work with anyone interested in joining
GLU.
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Illinois 
Geometry Lab

Leadership team: 
Madie Farris, Alexi Block Gorman, 

Philipp Hieronymi, Colleen Robichaux, 
Brian Shin



https://go.illinois.edu/IGL-Wiki
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We are extremely grateful for the support, both moral and financial, which we
receive from numerous sources. Financial support for the Illinois Geometry Lab
comes from the Department of Mathematics, the University of Illinois Office of
Public Engagement, the Mathematical Association of America, the American
Mathematical Society, the National Science Foundation, and generous gifts from
private donors.

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation
under Grant No. DMS-1559860, DMS-1654725, and DMS-1449269. 

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this
material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
National Science Foundation.



 
Nick Baeth, Annalisa Crannell 
Franklin & Marshall College 



New!   Exciting!   
Highlights: 
submitted a proposal to the NSF (January 2020). 
Have an advisory board and a project evaluator 
standing at the ready  
 
Huge thank you’s to Sean Lawton and to Valparaiso 
University for encouragement and guidance! 
 
Spring 2020, pilot program: 
• 37+ students applied for 12 slots. 
• 16 Diplomath Research students: (two teams of four 

students each, one sophomore and three first-year 
students; evenly divided in terms of gender.)  

 



 



 LATEX TikZposter
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Motivation

The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic tells us that every element of N0 larger than 1 factors uniquely as a product of primes. However, unique factorization does not hold in many other sets. In this work we consider factorization in the noncommutative semigroup

M2(N0)
•
of 2⇥ 2 material with nonnegative integers entries.

What is M2(N0)
• ?

•Let N = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . .} denote the set of positive integers and N0 = N [ {0} the set of nonnegative integers.

•M2(N0) =

⇢
a b
c d

�
: a, b, c, d 2 N0

�
is the semigroup of all 2⇥ 2 matrices with nonnegative integer entries.

Because factorization in noncommutative settings is already interesting enough, we restrict to the cancellative setting, so that if

A,B 6= 0, AB 6= 0. Thus we consider only those matrices with nonzero determinant and study factorization in

M2(N0)
•
= {A 2 M2(N0) : det(A) 6= 0}

.

Units

TheoremThe two units of M2(N0)
• are


0 1

1 0

�
and


1 0

0 1

�
.

Definitions

Let S be a semigroup with binary operation ⇤.
•An element ◆ of S is an identity if s ⇤ ◆ = s = ◆ ⇤ s for every s in S. Then, an element u of S is a unit if there is some v in S so

that u ⇤ v = v ⇤ u = ◆. The set of all units is denoted by S⇥
.

•An element a in S is an atom (also called an irreducible element) if a is not a unit and if whenever a = x ⇤ y for two elements

x and y in S, either x is a unit or y is a unit.

•The length set of an element s in S is L(s) = {n : s = a1 · · · an}. That is, the length set is the set of all possible factorization

lengths of the element s in S.

•The elasticity of an element s in a semigroup S is ⇢(s) = max L(s)
min L(s) , the ratio of the largest factorization length of s to the shortest.

Then the elasticity of S is ⇢(S) = sups2S{⇢(s)}. S is fully elastic if for every q 2 Q \ [1, ⇢(S)] there is s 2 S with ⇢(s) = q.

•Fix a positive integer k. Then Uk = {n : a1 · · · ak = b1 · · · bn}. That is, Uk is the set of all possible factorization lengths of elements

that have at least one factorization of length k.

•Elements a and b in a semigroup S are associates if a = ub or a = bu

Atoms

TheoremThe following matrices and their associates are atoms:
1 1

1 0

�


p 0

0 1

�
where p is prime


1 A
B x

�
where 0 < x < A,B and gcd(AB, x) = 1


2 A
B x

�
where gcd(AB, 2) = 1; 2  x < A,B; and gcd(AB, x) = 1


3 A
B x

�
where gcd(AB, 3) = 1; 3  x < A,B; and gcd(AB, x) = 1

Let gcd(i, j) be the greatest common divisor of i and j.

Theorem If [ w A
B x ] and its associates are atoms, then the following are true:

1. gcd(AB,w) = gcd(AB, x) = 1

2. If w > A then B < x or if w < A then B > x

3. If w > B then A < x or if w < B then A > x

Uk(M2(N0)
•
)

Theorem Uk(M2(N0)
•
) = N�2 = {2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , n}.

Proof: U2(M2(N0)
•
) = N�2, for all n � 1 

2 0

0 1

� 
3
n
+1

2
1

1 2

�
=


3
n
+ 1 2

1 2

�
=


1 1

0 1

� 
3 0

0 1

�n 
1 0

1 1

� 
1 0

0 2

�

Also, 
1 2

2 1

� 
0 1

1 1

�
=


2 3

1 3

�
=


1 1

0 1

� 
1 1

0 1

� 
1 0

0 3

�
.

Since n 2 Uk , k 2 Un and n 2 Uk ) n + 1 2 Uk+1, by induction Uk(M2(N0)
•
) = {2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , n} ⇤

Relation to Triangular Matrices

Theorem T2(N0)
•=

⇢
a b
0 c

�
: a, b, c 2 N0 with ac 6= 0

�
is a semigroup of M2(N0)

•

• If [ a b
0 c ]=A1 · A2 · A3....An in M2(N0)

•
, then there are B1 · B2 · B3....Bn 2T2(N0)

•
with Ai ⇠ Bi for all i.

•U2(T2(N0)
•
)= {2} [ {P + 1 (P is prime number)}

•M2(N0)
•
has full infinite elasticity.



For Fall 2020 
• five teams among four faculty members 
• over 30 students applied for the program 

 
• DRS (Diplomath Research Skills) Seminar: half-credit 

seminar for all Diplomaths 
 
 
 




